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HUMANITARIAN RELIEF TO BANGLADESH

SUMMARY

Even without the devastation of the December 1971 war between

India and Pakistan, the new nation of Bangladesh is one of the

poorest in the world. Its per capita income is at the extremely

low level of $65 a year and its population density is very high,

with 75 million confined in an area about the size of the State

of Illinois. The population is largely rural (97%) and dependent

upon subsistence farming and fishing.

In February 1972 the United Nations Relief Operation Dacca

(UNROD) was launched to aid the reconstruction effort in Bangladesh,

and U.N. Secretary-General Kurt- Waldheim appealed to governments to

pledge at least $565 million in humanitarian aid for the current

year. The United States, having committed a total of $200 million

in fiscal 1972 to UNROD and other international and voluntary

agencies, indicated that it would continue to pursue a policy of

channeling its contributions through the United Nations and other

relief agencies rather than establish any direct bilateral aid

IR pb wm..!V,""Ww



CRS - 2

mission. By the end of May, however, a direct aid mission had

been established in Dacca.

Despite generous pledges by other governments to UNROD,

the United Nations and relief organizations encountered considerable

difficulties in their attempts to distribute food and supplies

to the interior. The Government of Bangladesh, lacking funs to

assure efficient transport and hampered by obstacles of both a

physical and political nature, was inadequately equipped to handle

the relief contributions. In April U.N. officials reported that

better means had been worked out for their distribution.
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I. United Nations Appeals for Relief

On December 21, 1971, two days after the cessation of hoUtiliic

in the India-Pakistan conflict, United Nations Secretary-General

Kurt Waldheim submitted a report on the implementation of General

Assembly Resolution 2970 (XXVI) of December 61 and Security

Council Resolution 307 (1971) of December 21V in which he explained

efforts to provide humanitarian assistance to the refugees in India

and carry out a relief operation in the Dacca area of Bangladesh

(the former East Pakistan). In a February 15, 1972,report on

actions taken in the following two months, the Secretary-General

announced the establishment of the United Nations Relief Operation

1/ The General Assembly resolution, noting that the international

community had "seldom been confronted with a refugee problem
of such enormous dimensions as that of the refugees from East

Pakistan in India," recommended that the voluntary participation
of governments and organizations be continued and intensified
"with a view to assisting the Secretary-General and his
representative, and the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees acting as the focal point, in their meritorious

humanitarian action for the relief of the suffering of the
refugees and of the population of East Pakistan."

2/ The Security Council resolution, whose initial clauses called
for a cease-fire and cessation of hostilities, appealed for
"international assistance in the relief of suffering and the
rehabilitation of refugees and their return in safety and dignity
to their homes" and authorized the Secretary-General to appoint
a "special representative to lend his good offices for the
solution of humanitarian problems."
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Dacca (UNROD), and appealed to governments, private groups, scd

organizations of both an intergovernmental and nongovernmentaI

nature for "substantial additional voluntary contributions.

He stressed that "never in the history of the United Nations has

international assistance been needed so urgently and in such great

amounts... to avert the threat of large-scale misery and hungc:.

The most immediate needs of the affected area for the remainder

of 1972, Waldheim stated, would require additional assistance Tn

excess of $565 million.

The United Nations, the Secretary-General's report continued

had already assumed the bulk of the tasks of: (1) replenishing food

stocks in Bangladesh with a fleet of leased ships, (2) clearing

major ports and clogged internal waterways essential to the

distribution of supplies, (3) trucking, flying, and shipping supply

from the ports into the interior, and (4) setting up local distribuzcn

1/ Report of the Secretary-General Concerning the implementation of
General Assembly Resolution 2790 (XXVI) and Security Council
Resolution 307 (1971). February 15, 1972: 7.
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1/
points for the incoming aid. The world organization would also

assist in building emergency housing, importing fertilizer and seed

to reestablish food crops, feeding 4.5 million children, and

surveying medical resources throughout Bangladesh. The cost of

such operations, it was estimated, would amount to $620 million

for 1972 alone. Whereas some of the $18 million in cash contributions

and $76.5 million in goods and services provided by individual

countries as of mid-February had already been consumed since the

U.N. operations began in October, the figure of $565 million

represented voluntary contributions that would still be needed.

In the days prior to his February 15 appeal, Secretary-GenaraL

Waldheim met with Robert S. McNamara, President of the Internatonal

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), and Pierre-Paul

Schweitzer, Director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF'),

regarding the-long-term humanitarian needs of Bangladesh. In

conformity with.the U.N. Security Council resolution calling for

1/ The fleet of U.N. ships would provide 120,000 tons of suppies
per month out of the total estimated monthly requirement of
200,000 tons for all of Bangladesh. In addition, 1,239 trucks
had been ordered to supplement the 401 vehicles already
functioning as the mainstay of Bangladesh's land transport.
The United Nations would also assume the task of coastal
shipping in order to triple the flow of supplies from
Chittagong to the interior, as well as move supplies via cargo
planes. Washington Post, February 17, 1972.
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the appointment of a special envoy to lend his good offices for

the solution of humanitarian problems, Under-Secretary-General

Vittoria Winspeare Guicciardi was dispatched to New Delhi, Dacca,

and Islamabad. While in Islamabad, Winspeare assured the

Pakistani Government that the non-Bengali groups he had observed

1/
in Bangladesh were living in tolerable conditions.- On a

return stopover in Geneva for meetings with International Red

Cross officials and representatives of the U.N. High Commissioner

for Refugees in the subcontinent, Winspeare received a request

from the Pakistani Government for relief of two million

Pakistani nationals left homeless by the December war,

2/
particularly in the western localities of Sind and Punjab.-

1/ Contradicting these conclusions were accounts of the
outbreak of actual fighting in early February between
Bangladesh troops and Biharls in two enclaves outside
Dacca. Bangladesh Prime Minister Mujibur Rahman, in
emphasizing the unacceptability of this non-Bengali
community within his country's social structure,
subsequently offered to exchange the entire group for
400,000 Bengalis living in West Pakistan. The Biharis,
for their part, complained that the Bangladesh Govern-
ment was denying them adequate food relief. By the
middle of March, the Biharis had become the object o"
rioting and several hundred were reportedly massacred
at Khulna. George, T.J.S. The Biharis wait the final
act. Far Eastern Economic Review, v. LXXV, February
12, 1972: 20-21. Washington Post, February 6, 8, 9,
10, and 11, 1972.

2/ United Nations Weekly News Summary, January 21, 1972: 4.
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II. United States Contributions and Congressional Action

In his annual foreign policy message to the Congress, ?resid&nt

Nixon affirmed that the United States had channeled aid through tho

United Nations and its various agencies to meet the humanitarian

emergency on the subcontinent many months before the outbreak of

hostilities. According to the President,

We were ready to provide $500 million in cash for
commodities, nearly twice as much as the rest of
the world combined. We committed $91 million
through the U.N. for the support of the nearly ten
million refugees in India and $158 million both
through the U.N. and bilaterally for the 60-70
million people in East Pakistan to help avert fraine
and stem the further outflow of refugees. I asked
the Congress for $250 million more, and stated that
more food would be provided if needed. We financed the
chartering of vessels to transport grain into the
interior of East Pakistan. We gave financial and
technical support to the- whole program.1 /

State Department officials confirmed that since the war the Unitcd

States had furnished food aid to the new nation of Bangladesh, aainly

1/ Nixon, Richard M. United States Foreign Policy for the 1X7Q
The Emerging Structure of Peace. A Report by President icte
Nixon to the Congress, February 1972. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1972: 161-162.
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high-protein products for vulnerable age groups, through the

United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF).

This aid was authorized under Public Law 480, U.S. Department of

Agriculture funds.

By mid-February, coincidentally with the release of the

Secretary-General's appeal, the United States had thus begun :o

consider additional humanitarian aid. Moreover, the Senate

adopted the President's suggestion that $250 million be authorized

to be appropriated for fiscal year 1972 under the 1971 Foreign

AsSistance Act for "the relief and rehabilitation of refugees

C J -P k s a .1rrom East Pakistan and for humanitarian relief in East Pakistan.

Although the House initially proposed a ceiling of $175 million,

the Foreign Assistance Authorization (S. 2819) was passed

containing the original allotment and became Public Law 92-226

on February 7, 1972. The actual figure contained in the Foreign

Assistance Appropriation (H.R. 12067), which became Public Law

92-242 on March 8, 1972, totaled only $200 million.

--
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A proviso in the Authorization Act (P.L. 92-226) noted that

humanitarian assistance would be distributed "to the maximum

extent practicable, under the auspices of and by international

institutions and relief agencies or United States voluntary

agencies." The stipulation in the language of the legislation

that aid be channeled through international organizations and

voluntary groups rather than considered as official bilateral

contributions was interpreted by some congressional critics as

indicative of the hesitancy with which the U.S. Government moved

in granting diplomatic recognition to Bangladesh.- However,

Maurice J. Williams, Deputy Administrator of the Agency for

International Development (AID) and Coordinator of U.S. Disaster

Relief Assistance for South Asia, noted at a March 30th meeting of

the Washington, D.C., chapter of the Society for International

1/ New York Times, February 26, 1972. Senator Edward . Kennedy
upon returning from a trip to Bangladesh, remarked on February 25
that the failure to recognize the new state "was paralyzing
shipment of American relief supplies" and that it had "crippled
the ability of American voluntary relief agencies on the scene'
to organize relief projects, especially those involving distriwti
of food commodities." The withholding of recognition, he addez,
stood "in the way of America's leadership in contributing to >

emergency humanitarian needs of the Bengali people."
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Development that humanitarian relief to Bangladesh--U.S.

recognition notwithstanding--would be relayed through international

and private voluntary organizations rather than offered as part of

a bilateral U.S. aid program.-

AID on February 25 also announced that it was preparing to

ship $21 million in food grains to Bangladesh within the next two

or three weeks. Officials said that 100,000 tons of wheat and

75,000 tons of rice would be provided through the AID Food for

Peace program and distributed by UNROD. On March 6, the opening

day of Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings concerning the

recognition of Bangladesh, Christopher Van Hollen, Deputy Assistant

Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs, confirmed

the AID offer and added that $3.65 million would be provided to CARE

and Catholic Relief Services to support the housing demonstration

and construction projects developed by the two American voluntary

agencies in coordination with the authorities of Bangladesh. It was

_/ On May 30, 1972, it was announced that a bilateral aid agreement

had been signed in Dacca. (See concluding portion of Chapter II).
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also announced that $50,000 had been provided through the

International Rescue Committee to support the work of the

Cholera Research Laboratory in Dacca and $300,000 for UNROD

1/operating expenses.-

During congressional debate on a sense of Congress resolution.

calling for U.S. recognition of Bangladesh (S. Con. Res. 55, passed

on March 21 and followed by actual recognition on April 4),

legislative cosponsor Senator William Saxbe noted that U.S. conri-

butions to UNROD since the February appeal had approximated 14

percent of the known worldwide contributions. During the period

from June to December 1971, U.S. contributions to the United NaLions

East Pakistan Relief Organization (UNEPRO) had amounted to 75 percent

2/
of all governmental assistance.- In his March 14 message to Congress

1/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Recognition
of Bangladesh. Hearings on S. Con. Res. 55, S. Con. Res. 58, and
S. Res. 242. 92d Congress, 2d sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print
Off., 1972: 7.

2/ Congressional Record. March 2, 1972: S3088. The U.N. Secrrerary
General's request for contributions to UNEPRO in June 1971 Lru .
$30 million from other governments. The U.S. offered $l41
of which about $127 million was in food and $14 million r

other commodities. This amounted to 83 percent of all govern : -l

commitments in the second half of 1971, or 75 percent of LrO 0s ioI

to the war when adjusted according to the variations coi d i
the subsequent conflict. During this same period, the U.S. had
given a total of $91 million ($55 million in food and $36 million
in cash and other commodities) in support of the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refug ees (UNHCR) efforts to relieve refugLes in
India. This contribution amounted to 37 percent of the total
channeled through UNHCR, with other governments giving $245 million

- I pf pl. 14 p .0 !: 0 P7" 11 @ 11 ql'p. 7-111 '%-' " " MMWT lIP7
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transmitting foreign aid proposals for fiscal 1973, President Nixon

asked for an additional $100 million for refugee relief and

humanitarian assistance in South Asia, explaining that the increase

above the $200 million appropriated for fiscal 1972 would enable the

United States to "continue to participate generously, along with other

nations, in this important work."'

After returning from a trip to Bangladesh in his capacity as

chairman of the Judiciary Subcommittee to Investigate Refugees and

Escapees, Senator Kennedy testified before Senate Foreign Relations

Committee hearings on the recognition of Bangladesh that President

Nixon had made a noteworthy commitment of $158 million in aid to

Bangladesh but charged that actual aid shipments to date had amounted

2/
to only 40 percent of that figure.- U.S. officials concurred, but

noted that about 60 percent of the original total -- $97.6 million

in aid contracts for East Pakistan -- had to be canceled since the

contracts had been made with the central Pakistani Government, which

1/ Proposed Foreign Assistance Act of 1972: Message from the President.
Reprinted in the Congressional Record. March 14, 1972: S3885-S3886.

2/ Kennedy, Edward M. Statement on the Recognition of Bangladesh Before
the Committee on Foreign Relations. March 7, 1972.

a
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no longer controlled Bangladesh. The cancellation, the officials

affirmed, was due to technical rather than any political reasons and

necessitated a reprogramming of materials in the pipeline to the new

government. Moreover, the technical delay was largely compensated by

direct shipments of food and medical relief ($36 mIllion) to

Bangladesh. It was also suggested that the long impasse in Congress

over the 1971 Foreign Assistance Act (S. 2819, the substitute fiscal

1972 authorization for H.R. 9910, which was defeated in October) had

hampered the Administration in its efforts to pledge new aid.J

On April 8, the United States disclosed that it would commit a

total of $130 million in relief assistance to Bangladesh before the

end of fiscal 1972. As explained by AID administrator Maurice Williams,

this figure represented the remainder of the $200 million appropriated

under H.R. 12067 by Congress on March 8. Of the balance of $70 million

already committed, $31 million in cash was given to the United Nations

for immediate needs; $4 million was earmarked for the purchase of

1/ Washington Star, March 6, 1972.
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American trucks by the United Nations; $7 million was granted to

American voluntary agencies operating in Bangladesh; and $27 million

1/was furnished for Bengali refugees in India.-

A year after its April 17 proclamation of independence, however,

Bangladesh signed an agreement detailing its first direct assistance

from the United States. The $90 million grant announced by the

United States on May 30, 1972 would provide $50 million for iports

of bulk commodities such as cotton, tallow, pesticides, and fertilizer,

and $40 million for engineering projects such as construction of

floodworks, restoration of power supplies, and rebuilding of roads

and bridges. The aid, which required neither interest nor repayment,

would be taken from the $200 million appropriated for relief programs

in South Asia for fiscal 1972. According to Williams, the grant

brought total U.S. assistance to Bangladesh via all channels to

2/
$215 million, or one-third of the aid given by all governments.-

1/ New York Times, April 9, 1972.
2/ Washington Post, May 31, 1972.
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III. Problems of Relief Distribution and Implemntation

The obstacles to successfully implementing Bangladesh reli f

as originally envisaged by the United Nations, the voluntary agencies

and the governments contributing to both, have been considerable.

Under UNROD, as outlined by Secretary-General Waldheim in his

February appeal, a fleet of ships was leased to supply food stoks,

an effort linked to the second task of clearing major ports and

clogged internal waterways essential to the distribution of suopplics.

In effect, the urgent need for massive amounts of food relief

has competed with the equivalent demand for such imports as textiles-

construction materials, and jute. UNROD Director Toni Hagan reported

on March 9 that in the major port of Chittagong, ships were waiting

to unload 12,000 tons of corrugated iron sheets needed for roofing,

75,000 blankets, and more than 200,000 tons of moldering food grains,

much of it intended for the victims of the cyclone and tidal wave of

1/
November 1970.- The port had become completely choked with the

1/ New York Times, March 10, 1972.

. ,. r
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immobile ships, not only because of the physical barriers such as

uncleared mines and sunken vessels, but also owing to the lack of

Bangladesh Government funds to pay stevedores and to the limited

capacity of the port, even under ideal operating conditions.

As a result, virtually none of the food grains could be sent to

the interior and remained jammed with other shipments in the harbor. 9

The clogging was also caused by the arrival of what U.N. relief

officials viewed as nonessential items sent by some of the voluntary

agencies, such as 250,000 sets of German long underwear. On the

other hand, criticism has been directed at the United Nations for

failing to seize the option it had to contract for the clearing of

mines and sunken hulks from Chittagc;ag and Chalna. The task was

finally assumed by the Soviet Union, which by early April had

2/
committed a substantial amount of aid -- $500 million -- to Bangladesh.-

1/ Ibid. According to U.N., figures, about 230,000 tons of food remained
aboard ships in major sea and river ports, 66,000 tons were in
government stocks, and 42,000 more were still in transit.

2/ New York Times, March 30, 1972.
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Transporting the supplies to the interior, the third

objective of 'UNROD, has been equally difficult. According 0 Cne

observer in Dacca, U.N. relief trucks were parked idly in Khulna,

either with no goods to transport or immobile because of an inability

on thP part of the Bangladesh Government to subsidize the drivers

and maintenance crews.!' Effective transport has been further -

hampered by the damaged condition in which most of the roads and

bridges have remained since the end of hostilities.

UNROD Director Hagan, in estimating that at least $30 million

was needed to rebuild the road culverts and bridges and to purchase

5,000 trucks to carry relief supplies, hinted that such cash

contributions from the voluntary agencies would be more welcome than

2/
their "baby food" -- that is, nonessential items.- The repair of

1/ Ibid.
2/ U.N. officials have charged the private agencies with demontrL i

a short-term relief mentality which permits them to "dump" c'11
goods and then move on to the next crisis without tackling Le r
challenge of rehabilitating the economy and people. The aeci
most of which have limited funds capable of sustaining only
projects, have in turn pointed to the bureaucratic delays ha
characterize the United Nations' larger operation. The unfor'unat.
result has been a lack of coordination among UNROD, the many
foreign private relief agencies, and the Bangladesh Governmnt.
New York Times, March 10, 1972.
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at least some of the roads was rapidly becoming more urgent in

view of the expected monsoon rains and resultant swamplike road

conditions of late April. "Even the most inventive and most

resilient destitute people," wrote Hagan in a March report, "have

no chance to survive if they are not given a minimum standby to

start with."-

Compounding the physical problems of transporting and distributing

relief from the United Nations and voluntary agencies has been

the unstable political situation. In jockeying for power, a number

of politicians of the governing Awami League have reportedly engaged

in profiteering for food and relief supplies. Still others have

reportedly used their leverage to secure lucrative government contracts

and otherwise contributed to the widespread hoarding, smuggling,

and general corruption. The vital artery of Chittagong has been

paralyzed in no small measure by the blatant vying for control of

the government of the port city by political parties, policemen,

paramilitary forces, and student groups seeking to fill the political

2/
vacuum.- In outlying areas, the guerrilla leaders of the Mukti

1/ New York Times, March 30, 1972.
2/ New York Times, April 4, 1972.

r.,
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Bahini forces who fought the civil war have established their

own islands of political authority, extracting taxes from Bng i .

While the heads of these private fiefdom-s have pledged their loy-Lty

to Prime Minister Mujibur Rahman, many retain arms supplied by

India or captured from Pakistani forces that were to have been

surrendered after the end of the war. Their power, in view of the

weakness of the central government, has added to the climraie of

uncertainty.

Until very recently, the Prime Minister and members of his

Cabinet avoided any reference to what is now admitted to be a

grave economic crisis, preferring instead to concentrate on the

promised outcome of their development strategy of "scientific

socialism." The reluctance to speak out was apparently due to a

fear of losing the support of certain groups. By the end of March,

anti-government demonstrations had erupted in the form of scattered

protests over the sharp increases in food prices and the hoarding of

grain. In Rajshahi, university students detained trucks that were

transporting grain stocks to India and distributed the food locally;

1/ Washington Post, February 19, 1972.
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the melee which resulted in damage to several grain shops was

marked by the appearance of slogans critical of the ruling Awami

1/
League Party and Prime Minister Mujibur Rahman.-

In early April Sir Robert Jackson, new head of UNROD, reported

that although the needs of the Dacca area remained vast, the aid

program was moving ahead. He referred to a Bangladesh Government

estimate of a two-million-ton grain shortage for 1972 as realistic,

but added that the United Nations had helped secure firm pledges

of about 250,000 tons to be delivered in April and at least

300,000 tons each for May and June. Although inland transport

remained problematic, 26 U.N. motorized barges and tugs were now

moving grain and four ferries leased in Singapore were operating

at vital river crossings. Close to 600 trucks had been provided

through U.N. aid and 5,000 feet of bridging was being used to build

2/
temporary spans over waterways.- Jackson thus indicated that the

United Nations had begun to overcome some of the obstacles to distri-

buting food and that the prospects for a successful relief operation

were somewhat brighter.

1/ Washington Post, March 30, 1972.
2/ United Nations Weekly News Summary, April 7, 1972: 3.
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1/APPENDIX-

COMMITMENTS TO THE UNITED NATIONS RELIEF OPERATION IN DACCA
(As of 1 May 1972)2/

(In United States dollars)

Cash Kind Total

Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Canada
Chile

Denmark
France
Germany (Federal Republic)
Holy See
Ireland

Japan
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Pakistan

Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
World Food Programme

240,000
172,000
859,000

1,495,000
3,000

1,278,000
486,000

2,804,000
5,000

91,000

9,520,000
5,500,000

2,000,000

4,717,500
750,000

2,484,500
35,300,000

1,000,000

120,000

5,900,000

2,020,000

83,850,000
1,500,000

67,465,000 94,630,000

240,000

172,000
859,000

1,495,000
3,000

1,278,000
486,7000

2,804,000

5,000
91,000

10,520,000
5,500,000
- 120,000
2,000,000
5,900,000

6,737,500
750,000

2,484,500
119,150,000

1,500,000

162,095,000

1/ Annex to the Report of the Secretary-General Concerning the Tmplementation
of General Assembly Resolution 2790 (XXVI) and Security Council Resolution
307 (1971), April 28, 1972 and by phone from the Bangladesh Desk, Agency
for International Development, June 6, 1972.

2/ These commitments were made in response to the Secretary-General's appeal
of February 15, 1972 and do not include carry-over pledges from the
United Nations East Pakistan Relief Operation (UNEPRO).
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